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Dean’s review and recommendation when Dean is not the final authority
If the Dean does not have final authority for the action proposed, he or she will review the file and make
a recommendation that will be added to the file for the EVC’s consideration. In the scenario below, the
Dean does not support a proposed normal merit, so the case becomes a contested merit, and the EVC
has final authority.
1. Changing a normal merit to a contested merit
When the Dean disagrees with a proposed normal merit, the Dean’s office will notify the
department outside AP On-Line, and will change the file type to “Contested Merit” in Review.
a. To do so, the Dean Staff will click “Disagree” on the review file detail screen to switch to
Campus Review.
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b. The Final Action Data screen will appear. The Dean Staff will enter data reflecting the
Dean’s recommendation and will change the action to “Contested Merit.” (See next page for
example of completed screen.)

c. Below is an example of a completed Final Action Data screen. The asterisked fields must
be completed in order to save the screen.
Note that in this example, the Dean recommends an upward modification to a merit with a
bonus offscale, but any disagreement with the normal merit originally proposed by the
department makes the case a contested merit.
The Offscale box is checked, which expands the salary fields to include market and bonus
offscale salary options. “Merit - Contested” is selected on the drop-down Action menu.
Clicking “Save” saves the new data.
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2. Uploading the Dean’s recommendation letter
Note that there is an asterisk next to the “Disagree” link. This is intended to serve as a reminder to
the Dean and Dean Staff that the Dean disagreed with the action proposed by the Department.
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a. The Dean’s recommendation letter must be created and converted to a PDF outside
Review.
b. When the letter has been uploaded, a message will direct the user to submit the file to
the EVC or notify the Dean to sign the letter.

c. Select “Submit file to EVC” on the File Actions drop-down menu and click “Confirm.”

b. On the subsequent screen (not shown), the Dean Staff will click “Confirm” to verify that the
file is being submitted to the EVC for review by CAP and a decision by the EVC.
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Department’s response to request for additional information or prelim
Following CAP’s review, the EVC may request additional information, issue a preliminary decision, or
do both in succession. The request for additional information and/or the preliminary decision will be
communicated to the department via the Dean.
This manual contains only the screens and instructions for the Department’s and Dean’s responses to a
preliminary assessment (“prelim”), because the steps for responding to a request for additional
information are very similar, with similar screens and notifications.
The scenario for the following prelim process is that the department has proposed a normal merit
advancement from Associate Professor, Step II, to Associate Professor, Step III. The dean has
recommended a normal merit with the addition of a half-step bonus offscale salary component instead,
and CAP agrees, so the EVC’s preliminary assessment is that an upward modification to a normal merit
with a new bonus off-scale salary component is warranted. The department does not feel the bonus
offscale is justified, so it rebuts the prelim and reiterates its original proposed action (normal merit, no
bonus offscale).
1. Dean is informed of prelim
a. When the EVC’s prelim letter has been uploaded, the Dean will receive a notification that a
prelim has been issued and will be directed to provide access to the department. Below is
the e-mail notification the Dean will receive.
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b. The review file detail screen will display a message directing the Dean to forward the prelim
to the department. The Dean Staff will click “Forward prelim assessment to Dept” on the
File Actions drop-down menu and then click “Confirm.”

c. The notification to the department will appear. The Dean Staff can add instructions in the
message box at the bottom of the screen and then click “Send.”
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2. Department uploads response to prelim
a. Below is the prelim notification the Department will receive.
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b. There will be a message on the review file detail screen directing the department to upload a
response to the prelim.

c. Outside Review, the department must prepare a letter responding to the prelim, along with
any supporting materials it wishes to send as part of its response.
You will need to create PDFs of these documents to upload into the review file.
d. Note that there is no “Upload” link yet on the line for the response to the prelim. The
choices at this point are “As Proposed” (which means the department continues to
recommend the same action it proposed originally), “Disagree” (which means that the
department does not accept the prelim, but now disagrees with its own original proposed
action and is proposing a different action), and “Accept Prelim” (which means the
department accepts the EVC’s preliminary decision).
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The following three pages show you the screens you would see if you clicked on each of
the three options.

e. Clicking “As Proposed” would bring up the Proposed Status screen. The data reflects the
department’s original proposal (normal merit). You would check the data for accuracy and
click “As Proposed” to verify that it is correct and return to the review file detail screen.
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Clicking “Disagree” would bring up the Recommendation Data screen. Information
regarding the department’s new proposed action would be filled in by the Department Staff
on the “Recommendation” side of the screen. As an aid to filling in this data, the “Proposed
Status” side of the screen shows the data for the department’s initial proposed action.
After filling in the Recommendation data, you would click Save to return to the review file
detail screen.

g. Clicking “Accepting Prelim” would bring up the Accepting Prelim Assessment screen.
You would check the data to ensure that it reflects the action the department is accepting
and then click “Save” to return to the review file detail screen.
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h. In this scenario, the department stands by its initial proposed action, so you would click “As
Proposed.”
i.

Since the department is reiterating its original proposed action, the Proposed Status screen
will show the data for that action. Verify that the information is correct and click “As
Proposed.”

j.

Upload links now appear on the lines for the department’s response to the prelim and
supporting documents. The Upload button for the Referee ID List remains available in case
supporting documents include new external referee letters.
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k. When you have uploaded the supporting documents, the review file detail screen will
show that they have been uploaded, the date they were uploaded, and the name of the
person who uploaded them. Note that the documents can be reordered if necessary.

Candidate’s certification of additional materials
1. Department notifies Candidate to sign cert
After the department’s response letter is uploaded, the review file detail screen will display a
message directing the Department Staff to notify candidate to sign the Additional Materials
Cert or notify Chair to sign letter.

a. You will see the following notification to the candidate. You can add supplemental
instructions in the message box and then click “Send.” (Note that in this example, the
Department Chair is the role sending the notification and has included his name in the
message box.)
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2. Candidate inspects the file and signs certification
a. Below is the e-mail notification the Candidate receives.
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b. A message on the review file detail screen will direct the Candidate to sign the additional
materials certification.
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c. The Candidate should view the departmental response to the prelim before signing the
certification, then click “Sign” to access the certification. (Refer to pages C-22 – C-23 for
steps for viewing the bundled file.)

d. In the certification form, the Candidate will check “I accept” and can click the Browse button
to upload a response to the additional materials, if desired. (This response is created and
converted to a PDF outside Review.) The name of the document uploaded will appear below
the Browse button. The Candidate will then click “Confirm” to electronically sign the
certification and return to the review file detail screen.

e. The review file detail screen will show that the cert has been signed.
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Submitting the department’s prelim response to the Dean
After the Candidate has signed the Certification of Additional Materials, there will be a message on the
review file detail screen directing you to submit the file with the prelim response to the Dean. Select
“Submit file to Dean” on the File Actions drop-down menu and click “Confirm.”

Dean’s letter commenting on the department’s response to the prelim
1. After the department uploads its response to the prelim and resubmits the file to the Dean, the
file status becomes “Dean Review following prelim pending.” The Dean’s office must again
inspect the file and either accept it or return it to the department for corrections. In this scenario,
the Dean’s office is accepting the file as is.
a. The Dean Staff will select “Accept for Dean Review” on the File Actions drop-down menu
and click Confirm.

b. On the subsequent screen (not shown), the Dean Staff will click “Confirm” to verify that the
file is being accepted.
3. The Dean Staff can annotate the file if necessary (as described on pages D-11 – D-17) and the
Dean will then review the file to determine his or her recommendation.
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•

If the Dean now decides to support the action originally proposed by the department, the
Dean Staff will choose “As Proposed.”

•

If the Dean still disagrees with the action originally proposed by the department and
accepts the EVC’s preliminary decision, the Dean Staff will choose “Disagree.”

a. In this example, the department is reiterating its original proposed action, and the Dean now
supports it, so the Dean Staff will click “As Proposed.”

b. The Proposed Status Screen will appear. The Dean Staff should verify that the information
is correct and then click “As Proposed” to confirm the Dean’s response and return to the
review file detail screen.

► Note: If the Dean accepts the preliminary decision (and the Dean Staff therefore clicks
“Disagree” to indicate disagreement with the action originally proposed by the department),
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a Recommendation Data screen will appear that will contain empty fields. The Dean Staff
will need to fill in the information for the action that is stated in the preliminary decision, as
this is what the Dean now recommends (same steps as on page E-15).

c. On the review file detail screen, there will now be an “Upload” link for the Dean’s response.
The Dean Staff will upload the Dean’s letter regarding the department’s response to the
prelim and may also upload any supporting documents.
► Note that any supporting documents must be uploaded first, because the Upload link
for supporting documents will be lost if the Dean’s response letter is uploaded first.

d. The review file detail screen will display a message directing the user to submit the file to
the EVC. The Dean Staff will select “Submit file to EVC” on the File Actions drop-down
menu and click “Confirm.”

e. On the subsequent screen (not shown), the Dean Staff will again click “Confirm” to verify
the action and return to the review file detail screen.
f.

Note that after the file is submitted to the EVC, only the Dean, APO, and the EVC will be
able to see the second page of the File Summary screen:
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